**Law Students in the United States**

**Total J.D. Enrollment (2012-2013)**

137,055

54% (M) 46% (F)

**Minority J.D. Enrollment (2012-2013)**

- Black or African
- American Indian or Alaska Native
- Asian
- Hispanics of Any Race

**Highest Concentration of Law Students**

- 16% Puerto Rico
- 13% Florida
- 12% Louisiana
- 10% Ohio
- 49% Other

**Top 10 Schools whose Law Graduates have the Least Amount of Debt Relative to Starting Private-Sector Salaries**

1. University of Michigan
2. Rutgers
3. Penn
4. Boston College
5. Berkeley
6. Yale University
7. Stanford University
8. Brigham Young University
9. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
10. The University of Texas at Austin

---

*American Bar Association Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar.

✝“Law grads get the best and worst return on their investment at these schools” by Debra Cassens Weiss, American Bar Association Journal